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A Traffic Signal Optimization Model for
Intersections Experiencing Heavy
Scooter–Vehicle Mixed Traffic Flows
Chien-Lun Lan and Gang-Len Chang, Member, IEEE

Abstract—In response to the need for designing signal plans
for congested intersections caused by heavy scooter–vehicle mixed
flows, this paper presents our formulated model for optimizing
both the cycle length and signal timings for isolated intersections.
The proposed model accounts for the interactions between scooter
and vehicle flows and reflects the maneuverability of scooters in
the queue formation and discharging process. The robustness of
the proposed formulations has been evaluated with field data and
laboratory experiments. The signal optimization model, grounded
on such formulations for scooter–vehicle mixed flows, has also
been implemented at an intersection and assessed with a rigorous before-and-after field analysis. Our research concludes that
incorporating the unique properties of scooter flows is essential
for design and development of effective signal control strategies
to contend with recurrent congestion caused by heavy mixed
scooter–vehicle flows.
Index Terms—Mixed scooter–vehicle flows, optimization, traffic
signals.

Fig. 1. Typical approach with scooter–vehicle mixed traffic flows.

I. I NTRODUCTION

C

ONSIDER a congested intersection experiencing heavy
volume of scooter flows, as shown in Fig. 1, where
scooters with their flexible maneuverability are often able to
filter through vehicle flows and advance to the intersection stop
line. Due to the need for less space during either the flow
propagation or the formation of standing queues, scooters tend
to take advantage of the remaining space between passenger
car flows to exercise parallel movements within the same travel
lane and to form multiple queues.
This type of urban congestion caused by heavy scooter–
vehicle mixed flows is commonly observable in many
developing countries, particularly in major Asian cities [1]–[4].
Inadequate public transport systems, coupled with the cost
and difficulty in finding parking space, has incentivized more
commuters to select the scooter as the primary transportation
mode, and consequently caused more chaos to their congested
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urban traffic flows. Hence, how to effectively contend with such
urban mixed-flow congestion is the foremost concern of traffic
communities in most developing countries. Unfortunately,
neither operational guidelines nor design software for tackling
such a complex yet imperative issue is available in state-of-theart literature or state-of-the-practice studies.
Conceivably, one of the essential tasks to address the urban congestion by scooter–vehicle mixed flows is to develop
effective tools for design of intersection signal plans and for
evaluation of various arterial progression strategies. For the
former issue, the core of research is to observe and formulate
the interactions between scooter and vehicle flows in the intersection queue formation and discharging process so that one can
optimize the signal plan with existing control methodologies.
Additional efforts to investigating the interactions and conflicts
between vehicle and scooter flows in the arterial propagation
process, including car-following and lane-changing behaviors,
will be essential for understanding the latter issue and for
developing signal progression models.
This paper intends to address the first vital issue of producing
a reliable tool for signal design for intersections experiencing
heavy scooter–vehicle mixed traffic. The focus of the tool
development is to structure a set of convenient yet effective
formulations to reflect the interdependent relations between the
scooter and vehicle queue lines within a travel lane and account
for the interactions within the mixed scooter–vehicle flows in
the queue formation and discharging process.
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II. M ODELING THE Q UEUE F ORMATION FOR
S COOTER –V EHICLE M IXED T RAFFIC F LOWS
In review of the related literature, it is noticeable that most
existing studies for traffic signal optimization are focused
on intersections with mainly passenger car traffic flows. For
example, the class of simulation-based methods employed
various macroscopic traffic simulation models to capture the
vehicle delays and discharging times, which, in turn, serve as
the basis for optimizing signal plan [5]–[16]. In contrast, the
school of mathematical programming models applied analytical
formulations to represent the delays and queues at different
stages of signal operations under various traffic demands and
then solved the optimal cycle length and timing for each phase
with optimization algorithms [17]–[28]. Some other studies,
concerning network signal design, also addressed the interrelations between the signal plans and the traveler responses to
their route choices [29]–[33]. The large body of such literature,
despite their significant contributions in arterial signal control,
has not yet addressed any scooter-related traffic issues.
Rather than developing control models, the very scant recent studies on urban scooter traffic issues have focused on
investigating the scooter–vehicle mixed flow properties with
either microscopic or mesoscopic simulation methods. For example, Arasan and Koshy [34] applied the coordinate-reference
method to replicate vehicle–scooter flow movements on a 2-D
plane at the microscopic level, and Mathew et al. [35] proposed
a sublane concept within a travel lane to advance the movement
of scooter flows in an arterial. Instead of replicating individual
scooters’ behavior, some researchers intended to simulate their
space needs in exercising longitude and lateral movements
using the cellular automaton (CA) model [36], [37]. Since the
physical space in a travel lane is conceptually viewed as many
equal-size cells in the CA modeling, such simulation models are
mesoscopic in nature and need extensive field data for parameter calibration. Some researchers also utilized heterogeneous
traffic simulations for describing the level of service in mixed
urban traffic flows [38].
Recognizing that understanding the complex scooter–vehicle
flow properties remains at the infancy, traffic researchers driven
by the design needs have explored the use of passenger car
equivalence (PCE) methods, where scooter flows are converted
to an equivalent number of passenger cars. Along the same line,
some researchers have focused on estimating the PCE values,
based on the relationship between traffic stream speed and the
resulting mixed-flow density in a link [39]–[41]. For the same
purpose, Branston and Zuylen [42] and Hadiuzzaman et al. [43]
focused on investigating the impact of scooters on the intersection saturation flow rate and capacity. Several researchers
also argued that scooters in the stop queue condition will either
increase the start-up lost time of passenger cars or reduce
their saturation flow rate [44]–[46]. To circumvent the need to
address scooters’ dynamic properties, some researchers also adventured the potential of converting passenger cars into scooter
equivalent units [47], [48].
Overall, among the limited studies for scooter–vehicle mixed
flows, the PCE-based methods remain the most popular practice in design of traffic signals in many developing countries
where scooters have emerged as one of the primary transport

Fig. 2.

Queue lengths with various scooter demands.

modes. However, such a convenient conversion method suffers
from the lack of rigorous algorithms to estimate the most
appropriate PCE that can reliably reflect the actual delays and
congestion caused by the target level of mixed scooter–vehicle
flows. Moreover, if the congested traffic volume consists of
a large share of scooter flows, their conversion to PCEs may
result in unrealistically long intersection traffic queues. This
is due to the fact that the PCE conversion may reflect, to
some extent, the equivalent volume impact from scooters, but
cannot capture the maneuverability of scooters that often forms
a substantially short queue length from the intersection stop line
(see Fig. 2). Failing to account for the impact of scooters on
the intersection queue formation and discharging process may
significantly overestimate the required green time for signalized
intersections and yield an unrealistic bandwidth on the design
of arterial progression.
This paper presents our research results on developing a
traffic signal optimization model for isolated intersections experiencing heavy scooter–vehicle mixed flows. Unlike existing
studies, the proposed signal optimization model explicitly considers the interaction between cars and scooters. By including
the large volume of scooter traffic, the model can produce the
signal plan that better responds to the needs of scooter–vehicle
mixed traffic behavior and yields less traffic delays. The remaining sections are organized as follows. Sections III–V detail
the formulations to capture the mixed-flow queue formation
and discharging process at an intersection approach, followed
by presentation of the signal optimization objective function
and solution heuristics in Section VI. Summary of the extensive field assessment and a before-and-after study with our
developed model are presented in Section VII. Concluding
comments along with future research needs constitute the core
of the last section.
III. M ODELING THE Q UEUE F ORMATION OF
S COOTER –V EHICLE M IXED T RAFFIC F LOW
Consider a typical approach with scooter–vehicle mixed
traffic flows, as shown in Fig. 1, where each lane can be conceptually divided into sublanes to illustrate scooters’ moving
and queue behavior with other vehicles. For convenience of
model formulations, one can decompose the queue formation
process of the scooter–vehicle flows to the intersection stop line
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Fig. 4. Graphical illustration of the scooter–vehicle queue formation process
at an intersection approach.
TABLE I
G EOMETRY AND V EHICULAR PARAMETERS

Fig. 3.

Flowchart for developing the scooter–vehicle mixed traffic flow model.

into the following consecutive stages: 1) upstream arrival and
lane choice; 2) merging into existing queues; and 3) discharge
process from the queue line.
Fig. 3 presents the flowchart for scooter–vehicle mixed traffic
formulations, grounded on the field-observed information of
queue formation and dissipation shown in Fig. 4. The proposed
scooter–vehicle model iterates from time index t = 0 to the
user-defined duration T . The processes for each time step are
depicted as follows.
1) The model will first calculate the upstream arrival rate,
the estimated travel time, and the lane choice of vehicles
and scooters to derive their respective arriving rates to
join the existing queue.
2) The merging process of scooters takes the scooter arriving
rates and the number of scooters in the spillover queue as
inputs and estimate scooter queue formation as follows:
1) merging into the scooter waiting area; 2) forming
the queue parallel to passenger car queue lines; and
3) calculating the maximum possible number of scooters
merging into the stop queue.

3) The merging process for passenger cars and buses consists of two parts: 1) calculate the potential merging vehicles from their arriving rates and the number of vehicles
in the spillover queue and 2) calculate the maximum
possible number of vehicles merging into the stop queue.
4) The number of vehicles merging into the stop queue
will be affected by the mutual lane blockage, which is
estimated by the queue lengths on all lanes. For those
vehicles that cannot merge into the stop queue due to
blockage or capacity limitation, they will form as the
spillover queues on the neighboring lanes.
5) The scooter–vehicle mixed discharge process can be then
calculated with the scooter–vehicle mixed queue and the
corresponding traffic signal at time t.
6) The model iterates to the next time step and stops when it
reaches the user-defined duration T .
To facilitate the presentation of the proposed model, some
key notations relating to the geometry design and vehicular
parameters are listed in Table I; the variables used throughout
this paper are also summarized in Table II.
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TABLE II
VARIABLE D EFINITIONS

and 3 represent the scooter, passenger car, and bus, respectively.
Since link travel time varies with the speed of each type of
vehicles, one can approximate their travel times from entry to
join the queue with


ςv [t] = ϑ − L̄[t] × (uv )−1

(2)

where ϑ is the link length, uv is the average traveling speed of
type-v vehicles, and L̄[t] is the average queue length across all
lanes at time step t.
As reflected in most field observations, vehicles merging
into a lane group (i.e., a set of lanes serving the same turning
movement) have a tendency to use the lane exhibiting a shorter
queue, and their distributions between queue lanes are generally
a function of the existing queue conditions. Hence, one can
formulate the distribution of entering scooter–vehicle flows to
the available lanes as
⎛



alv [t] = Av [t]×γvm [t] ⎝ Ll [t]

−1

⎛
×⎝



Ll [t]

−1

⎞−1 ⎞
⎠ ⎠,

l ∈Γ(m)

l ∈ Γ(m)

(3)

where alv [t] is the arriving flow rate of type-v vehicles at the
end of queue on lane l during the tth time interval, γvm [t] is the
turning ratio toward movement m for type-v vehicles during
the tth time interval, and Ll [t] is the queue length of lane l
serving movement m at the time step t. The first two terms
of (3) represent the flow rate of vehicles (except for scooters)
entering a certain lane group, and the third term is the ratio
between the queue length on lane l and the sum of the queue
length on all lanes serving the movement m.
Note that, since scooters have a tendency to use the rightmost
lane in a lane group, a lane preference factor η m,l is thus
introduced for scooters’ preference, i.e.,
al1 [t] = A1 [t] × γ1m [t] × η m,l .

A. Upstream Arrival and Lane Choice
Let Iv [t] denote the flow rate of type-v vehicles entering from
all upstream approaches to the target intersection approach.
Then, those vehicles joining the queue, i.e., Av [t], as shown
in Fig. 4, can be expressed as



ςv [t]
Av t +
(1)
= Iv [t]
Δt
where Iv [t] is the flow rate of type-v vehicles entering this
approach at time step t; ςv [t] is their travel time; and v = 1, 2,

(4)

Naturally, the summation of all scooter lane preference
factors,

serving movement m, shall equal one, that is, l η m,l = 1.
In an approach containing a scooter waiting area, (4)
should be modified to accommodate the geometry features.
For instance, scooters for through movement will merge into a
scooter waiting area if the space available for queuing exists.
Note that the number of scooters merging into the scooter
waiting area will not contribute to the queue formations on each
lanes. Hence, let Q̆[t] be a variable representing the number
of scooters merging into the scooter waiting area, and one can
rewrite (4) as
al1 [t] = A1 [t] × γ1m [t] − Q̆[t] × η m,l ,

m=1

(5)

where γ1m [t] stands for the turning ratio of scooters on movement m at time t; m = 1, 2, and 3 represent the through, leftturn, and right-turn movements, respectively.
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Fig. 5.

Graphical illustration of the sublane concept.

B. Merging Into Queues
It is noticeable that the lateral space needed to merge into
the queue varies among vehicle types. Since the field data
reveal that each typical travel lane is most likely to concurrently
accommodate three parallel lines of scooters, this paper thus has
divided each lane into three sublanes, as illustrated in Fig. 5,
to capture the queue pattern of scooters. Based on the required
width for moving and queuing, a bus is assumed to occupy three
sublanes, whereas a passenger car and a scooter are assumed to
occupy two and one sublanes, respectively.
1) Merging Process for Scooters: As scooters arriving at the
end of queue on the target approach, their merging behaviors
may vary with the encountered queue conditions. For example, these merging behaviors include the following: 1) if the
arriving scooters face an empty lane, they will spread equally
across all sublanes on the target travel lane; 2) if the arriving
scooters approach a lane with some vehicles already stopped
in the queue, they will try to merge onto the available spaces
between the queue lines formed by passenger cars; and 3) if
the number of arriving scooters exceed the available spaces
between passenger car queue lines, those overflowed scooters
are observed to spread equally across all sublanes on the target
lane. Due to the space need of only one sublane, the behavior
of the scooters’ merging process on a typical passenger car lane
can be described with the following three consecutive steps:
1) merging into the scooter waiting area (if such a waiting
area exists); 2) forming a queue line in parallel with other
vehicles; and 3) joining the queue line behind other stopped
vehicles.
Merging into the scooter waiting area: The scooter waiting area (see Fig. 4) is a storage space, exclusively designed
for scooters queuing at the stop line to accommodate scooters’
high mobility. The scooter waiting areas are often set up across
through lanes, as shown in Figs. 1 and 4. Based on field observations, arriving scooters indeed mostly merge into the scooter
waiting areas. Once the waiting areas have been fully occupied,
scooters will then start to queue on those available travel lanes.
Hence, given the storage space of a scooter waiting area, the
number of scooters acceptable to merge into the scooter waiting
area is set as


Q̆[t] = min A1 [t] × γ11 [t], χ − X̆[t] × (1 − g1 [t]) (6)
where X̆[t] is the number of scooters queued at the scooter
waiting area at time t, χ is the storage space of scooter waiting
area, and g1 [t] is a binary variable indicating a green phase for
the through movement.

5

Forming the queue lines on a sublane parallel to passenger
car queue line (see Fig. 5): For scooters arriving at the end of
queue and not able to maneuver to the scooter waiting area, they
will form a queue on the shortest sublane within their selected
lanes. To estimate the number of scooters forming a queue
line parallel to the passenger car queue line, it is necessary to
know the available storage space and the number of arriving
scooters.
To calculate the space available for scooters to form a queue
line parallel to passenger car queue in the same lane, one needs
to estimate the existing queue length on each sublane, which
is the summation of vehicle lengths multiplied
by the number

of vehicles in queue by vehicle type, i.e., v τv · xl,β
v [t], where
τv is the average length of a type-v vehicle, and xl,β
v [t] is the
number of type-v vehicles in queue on sublane β of lane l at
time t.
The available space for scooters to queue on a sublane parallel to passenger car queue, i.e., φl [t], can be approximated with
the difference between the maximum queue length among all
sublanes and the summation of queue lengths on each sublane.
Thus, the available storage space for scooters to form a queue
parallel to the queue line for passenger cars on the same lane
can be expressed as


l
τv · xl,β
v [t] × W −

φl [t] = max
β

v

τv · xl,β
v [t]
β

(7)

v

where W l is the number of sublanes on lane l, which is set to 3
in Fig. 5.
Notably, (τ1 )−1 × φl [t] denotes the number of scooters that
can form a queue with the space of φl [t]. Since the number of
scooters allowed to merge into a sublane, i.e., ϕl [t], depends on
both the number of scooters arriving from upstream, i.e., al1 [t],
and scooters already in a queue preceding to spillover queue
from neighboring turn bay, i.e., X̂1l [t], (which will be simplified
as “preceding queue” hereafter), one can show such relations as


(8)
ϕl [t] = min al1 [t] + X̂1l [t], (τ1 )−1 × φl [t] .
Joining sublane queues behind other vehicles (see Fig. 5):
If the sublane space neighboring to the stopped vehicles cannot
accommodate all arriving scooters, the remaining scooters need
to mix with other types of vehicles and join the vehicle queue.
The number of such scooters can be shown as
P1l [t] = al1 [t] + X̂1l [t] − ϕl [t]

(9)

where al1 [t] is the number of arriving scooters on lane l during
the tth time interval, X̂1l [t] is the number of scooters in the
preceding queue waiting to merge into lane l at time t, and ϕl [t]
denotes the number of scooters that form a parallel queue on
lane l at time t.
2) Maximal Possible Number of Vehicles Merging Into a
Stop Queue: Note that the number of vehicles that may join the
queue on lane l, denoted by Pvl [t], includes not only vehicles
arriving at the end of queue but also those already in the
preceding queue from the last time interval, due to either the
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Fig. 6. Graphical illustration of the lane spillover and mutual blockage.
Fig. 7.

lane blockage (shown as X̂vl [t] in Fig. 6, for travel lanes) or
spillover from a neighboring turning bay (shown as X̃vl [t], for
turn bays).
Hence, the maximal possible number of vehicles that may
merge into the queue on lane l at time t can be expressed as
Pvl [t] = alv [t] + X̂vl [t], for travel lanes

(10)

Pvl [t] = alv [t] + X̃vl [t], for turning-bays.

(11)

Let the available storage capacity of a lane be the difference
between the length of a lane and its standing queue (i.e., Λl −
Ll [t]); then, such capacity can be shared by all types of vehicles,
l
based on their share
 of arriving flow rate (Pv [t]) in the total
arriving flows ( v Pvl [t]). Hence, the maximum flow rate of
type-v vehicles, which may merge into the stop queue on lane
l, i.e., Mvl [t], can be expressed as


−1

Mvl [t] = Pvl [t]×

Pvl  [t]




× (τv )−1 × Λl −Ll [t]
(12)

v

where τv is the average length of a type-v vehicle, Λl is the
length of lane l, and L̄l [t] is the queue length on lane l at time t.
The first term shows the proportion of available space shared by
each vehicle type, and the second term represents the available
queue space on lane l.

IV. B LOCKING E FFECT D UE TO
I NSUFFICIENT BAY L ENGTH
Note that the queue storage space available in each turning lane or bay may not be fully utilized by the arriving
scooter–vehicle mixed flow due to the differences in their
required physical space and the potentially insufficient bay
length.
The mutual blockage may occur when 1) the queue length
on a through lane exceeds the entrance of its adjacent turning
bay and 2) the queue vehicles on a turning bay have spilled over
their storage space and thus block vehicles on the neighboring
lane. Those that could not merge into their target turning bays
upon arrival are called spillover queues, i.e., X̃vl [t], where some
later arriving through vehicles, i.e., X̂vl [t], are often blocked by
such spillover queues during their designated discharging time,
thus forming a second batch of queue line behind the spillover
queue.

Blocking effects of passenger cars and scooters.

Fig. 6 illustrates the blockage to left-turn vehicles caused by
the through queue traffic. The binary variable, i.e., bl [t], is used
to denote if a lane is blocked at time t, i.e.,

l
l

bl [t]= 1, if L [t] > Λ and lane l is adjacent to lane l (13)
0, otherwise.
In summary, the queue length on a lane actually consists of
three types of queue vehicles: 1) stop queues; 2) vehicles
stopped behind vehicles spilling over from adjacent lanes; and
3) spillover queues from the adjacent lanes. Therefore, the
actual queue length on a target lane can be estimated with the
following expression:


τv · xl,β
v [t]

Ll [t] = max
β



v

−1
πvl

+
v



· τv · X̂vl [t] +

πvl

−1



· τv · X̃vl [t].

(14)

v

The first term in (14) represents the length of the vehicles in the
stop queues, the second term estimates the length of vehicles
queued behind vehicles spilling over from the adjacent lanes,
whereas the third term reflects the length of spillover queues
from the adjacent lanes.
A. Blocking Impacts by Different Types of Vehicles
Different from passenger cars, scooters prior to join the
vehicle queue line often intend to take advantage of available
sublane space parallel to the existing queue line, as shown in
Fig. 7. However, under the typical lane width of 3.6 m (12 ft),
a spillover bus is observed to completely block the arriving
vehicles from merging into the available downstream space.
In contrast, a queuing passenger car, about 2 m wide, may
completely block the arriving cars and buses, but can only
partially block the arriving scooters. To reflect such blockage
impacts, let the lane width be denoted by W l and the width of
a type-v vehicle be assumed as wv . Then, the reduction in the
flow rate for those overtaking scooters will be wv /W l , where a
bus is assumed to block the scooters completely. Equation (15)
uses a simple binary indicator to define the blockage status of a
given lane, i.e.,

l
l
(15)
κv [t] = 1, if X̃v [t] ≥ 0
0, otherwise
where κlv [t] denotes whether lane l is blocked by type-v vehicles or not.
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Therefore, the reduced flow rate for scooters due to a lane
blockage can be then calculated as


 l −1
l
l
ω1 [t] = min
wv × W
× κv [t], 1 .
(16)
v=2,3

As for other vehicle types, no overtaking is possible when
blockage occurs. The reduced flow rate can be computed with
the following expression:


v = 2 and 3.
(17)
ωvl [t] = min κl2 [t] + κl3 [t], 1 ,

B. Queue Formation Considering the Storage Space
Limitation and Blocking Effect
Conceivably, the actual vehicle flows to form the queue on a
lane should depend on the following: 1) the arriving distribution
of different types of vehicles and 2) the presence of lane
blockages. Hence, the total number of type-v vehicles joining
the queue on lane l at time step t is given by

 

(18)
Qlv [t] = min Pvl [t], Mvl [t] × 1 − ωvl [t] × bl [t]
where the first term gives the maximum merging flow due to
storage limitation, and the second term considers the reduced
flow rate due to lane blockage.
The arriving scooters to queue behind existing vehicle queue
line are assumed to spread across all sublanes, as shown in
 −1
× Ql1 [t].
(19)
q1l,β [t] = π1l
Note that either passenger car or bus flows will form a single
queue on each lane following a typical queue-flow pattern.
Moreover, those arriving vehicles, which cannot merge into
their target turn bay and spill over to a neighboring lane, can
be shown as


X̃vl [t+1] = Pvl [t]−Qlv [t] · Δt,
if l is a turning-bay (20)
where Pvl [t] is the number of vehicles that may join the queue
on turn bay l at time t, and Qlv [t] is the number of vehicles that
actually join the queue.
As for vehicles forming a queue line behind those spillover
vehicles, they can be approximated as


X̂vl [t+1] = Pvl [t]−Qlv [t] · Δt,
if l is a turning-lane. (21)

Fig. 8. Graphical illustration of the discharging process.

A. Discharge Process in the Scooter Waiting Area
Scooter waiting areas include only scooter flows, which
allows several rows of scooters to concurrently discharge in
parallel at the onset of the green phase. One can thus show the
discharge flow rate of scooters in this area as


D̆[t] = min Q̆[t]·Δt+ X̆[t], (π̆)−1 ×(h1 )−1 ×g1 [t] ×(Δt)−1
(22)
where π̆ is the number of parallel scooters discharging from the
scooter waiting area, h1 is the average discharge headway of
scooters, and g1 [t] is a binary variable indicating if the through
movement is given the green phase or not at time step t.
Therefore, for scooter queues on a scooter waiting area, the
flow conservation can be formulated as
X̆[t + 1] = X̆[t] + Q̆[t] − D̆[t] · Δt.

B. Discharge Process for a Lane of Mixed Flows
Note that, due to the discrepancy in the occupied space and
operational features (e.g., discharge headways and parallel driving rows), the discharge flow rate varies between different vehicle types, where scooters certainly have the highest discharge
rate. To account for the green time needed to discharge the
traffic flows having multiple vehicle types, this paper proposes
the use of a mixed discharge rate, weighted with the number
of each type of vehicles in the queue. Fig. 8 illustrates the
discharging process of scooter–vehicle mixed flows, where Ov
represents the occupied space of a type-v vehicle, hv denotes
the average discharge time lag following a type-v vehicle,
and πvl is the number of parallel driving lines for type-v
vehicles.
More specifically, considering the difference in discharge
headways, occupied space, number of vehicles in queue, and
parallel driving behavior, one can approximate the average
discharge rate of the scooter–vehicle flow, i.e., S l [t], with
⎛
S l [t] = ⎝

V. D ISCHARGE P ROCESS
The discharge process in scooter–vehicle mixed flows differs
significantly from vehicle-only scenarios. First, scooters often
do not follow the lane discipline and often drive in parallel with
other vehicles. Second, traffic queues on those lanes connected
to the scooter waiting area will discharge after those scooters
in the scooter waiting areas. Hence, scooters, depending on the
location they choose to stop, may discharge both concurrently
or sequentially with other vehicles.

(23)

v

⎞−1
Xvl [t] · πvl · hv · Ov
⎠
 l
Xv [t] · Ov

(24)

v

where πvl is the number of parallel discharging type-v vehicles
on lane l, hv is the average discharge headway of a type-v
vehicle, Ov is the occupied space of a type-v vehicle, and Xvl [t]
is the number of type-v vehicles in queue on lane l at time
step t.
Giving the preceding mixed-flow discharge rate, the actual
discharge rate during the green phase for each vehicle type is
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assumed to be proportional to its ratio in the total scooter–
vehicle mixed flow and can be shown as
⎛

−1 ⎞
slv [t] = S l [t] × ⎝Xvl [t] ×

Xvl  [t]

⎠

(25)

v

where slv [t] is the discharge rate for type-v vehicles on lane l at
time step t.
Since the total vehicle demand to the target intersection
approach is the summation of vehicles joining the queue, i.e.,
Qlv [t], and those already in the queue, i.e., Xvl [t], the actual
departing flow rate from lane l at time step t shall be expressed as


Dvl [t] = min Qlv [t]·Δt+Xvl [t], slv [t]×gm [t]
l ∈ Es (26)
×(Δt)−1 ,
where gm [t] is a binary variable indicating a green phase for the
movement m served by lane l, and lane l is not affected by the
scooter waiting area.
However, for those lanes affected by the scooter waiting area,
denoted by Es , (26) needs to be further modified as shown in


Dvl [t] = min Qlv [t] · Δt + Xvl [t], slv [t] × gm [t]
×(Δt)−1 × Ĕ[t],

l ∈ Es

(27)

where Ĕ[t] is a binary variable indicating whether the scooter
waiting area is empty or not at time step t, i.e.,

Ĕ[t] = 1, if X̆[t] = 0
(28)
0, otherwise.

VI. S IGNAL O PTIMIZATION M ODEL
AND S OLUTION H EURISTICS
A. Objective Function
The primary objective of the signal optimization model, as
shown in (32), is to minimize the total queue delays in the
controlled area within a given time period, i.e.,





⎠ ⎠ × D1l [t].
xl,β
1 [t]

(29)

β

By considering the merging and discharging flow rates, the
number of scooters in queue on a sublane can be updated as
 l,β

l,β
l,β
xl,β
v [t+1] = xv [t]+ qv [t]−dv [t] ·Δt, for β ∈ B(l)\Bs (l)
(30)
where B(l) is the set of all sublanes on lane l, and Bs (l) is the
set of sublanes serving scooters forming a queue parallel to car
queue line on lane l.
However, since scooters may form a queue on a sublane
parallel to the passenger car queue line, one needs to add an
additional term to (30) as
l,β
l,β
l,β
l
xl,β
1 [t+1] = x1 [t]+ q1 [t]+ϕ [t]−d1 [t] ·Δt,

for β ∈ Bs (l)

(31)

where ϕl [t] is the number of scooters that merge into sublane β
parallel to other stopped vehicles on lane l at time step t.

t

i

v

· Δt

l

(32)
where i denotes the index of intersection approaches. Standard
equations, representing the signal operation constraints, are
shown in
C ≤ Cmax

C ≥ Cmin ,
Gp ≥

Gpmin ,

GP ≤ C

(33)
∀p

Gp + I p = C.

(34)
(35)

p

Equation (33) ensures the cycle length, i.e., C, to lie between
the given minimum, i.e., Cmin , and maximum, i.e., Cmax , cycle
lengths. Equation (34) indicates that the green time for phase p
should be more than the given minimum green time, i.e., Gpmin ,
but less than the cycle length. The condition that the summation
of phase durations and interphase lost times, i.e., I p , should
equal the cycle length is guaranteed in (35). The phase status
utilized in formulating traffic evolution can be generated with

Note that the total number of scooters can be discharged from
a lane equal the summation of scooters discharging from all
sublanes. It is assumed that the distribution of the discharge rate
among all sublanes is based on their respective scooters in the
queue, which can be formulated as
⎛
⎛
⎞−1 ⎞
⎝xl,β
⎝
dl,β
1 [t] =
1 [t] ×

Xvi,l [t]+ X̃vi,l [t]+ X̂vi,l [t] + X̆ i [t]

min

g p [t] =

⎧
⎪
⎪
1,
⎪
⎪
⎨
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩

if

p−1


(Gj + I j ) < mod(t, C)

j=1
p−1


≤

(Gj + I j ) + Gp

(36)

j=1

0,

otherwise

gm [t] = g p [t] × Ψpm

(37)

where (36) determines the value for binary variable g p [t], which
is used to indicate whether it is phase p or not at time t; g p [t]
is multiplied by a given phase-movement incidence matrix, i.e.,
Ψpm , to show the green time for each movement gm [t].
In summary, the signal optimization model for an intersection with heavy scooter flows can be recapitulated as


Xvi,l [t]+ X̃vi,l [t]+ X̂vi,l [t] + X̆ i [t] ·Δt

min
i

t

v

l

s.t. Equations (1)–(31) and (33)–(37).

B. Solution Heuristics
Since the proposed signal optimization model consists of
nonlinear constraints and binary variables, it is naturally more
efficient to develop proper heuristics to generate solutions.
The idea behind the heuristics is to provide a set of signal
timings, which satisfies traffic demands from each approach
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under undersaturated conditions. To do so, an iterative method,
which aims to eliminate residual queues on all intersection
approaches with the optimal green timing allocation for each
phase, is proposed as follows.
Step 1: Initialization
— Given the initial timing plan
Set Gp = Gpmin

Gp + I p .

C=

(38)

p

Step 2: Estimate the traffic evolution
scooter–vehicle mixed traffic model.

with

the

— Estimate the residual queues for each movement, i.e., Rm,v , in each approach with the
underlying traffic evolution models, that is,
(1)–(31), (36), and (37).
Step 3: Calculate the signal improvement direction.
— Estimate the average discharge rate for type-v
vehicles on a movement, i.e., s̄m,v , by

−1
slv [t]×gm [t]×

s̄m,v =
t

gm [t]

∀ l ∈ Γ(m). (39)

t

l

— Estimate the additional green time, i.e., g̃m , for
the need of all vehicle types on a movement by


(40)
g̃m = max Rm,v × (s̄m,v )−1 .
v

— Set the length of an increment for green time for
a phase by
G̃p = max{g̃m }, ∀ movement m served by phase p.
m

(41)

Step 4: Stopping rule

— If 1) G̃p = 0 or 2) C̃ = p (Gp + G̃p ) + I p ≥
Cmax , stop and output the signal timings, i.e.,
Gp . If not, continue to step 5.
Step 5: Update signal timings
— Update
timing by Gp = Gp + G̃p and
the signal
p
p
C = p G + I ; go to step 2.
VII. E VALUATION OF THE P ROPOSED
F ORMULATIONS W ITH F IELD DATA
Since the effectiveness of the proposed optimization model
for scooter–vehicle mixed flows hinges on the reliability of
the underlying formulations for queue formation and discharge,
this paper has conducted several evaluations with field data. The
first assessment compares the cumulative throughputs per lane
and per vehicle type between the field-observed and modelproduced results, whereas the second comparison shows the
discrepancy of the queue evolution process reflected in the
actual data and the model’s output. The results of those two
comparisons with field data offer the basis to assess the applicability of the proposed model. The proposed model has

Fig. 9. Survey site.

been also implemented at an intersection for a before-and-after
performance comparison.
A. Evaluation of the Per-Lane Cumulative Throughputs
Fig. 9 shows the field site, where the target approach includes
one right-turn lane (150M), two through lanes (150M), and one
left-turn bay (35M). A scooter waiting area is present preceding
the two through lanes.
The data were collected on November 7, 2013, between
04:00 P. M . and 05:00 P. M . with two camcorders mounted
over the target approach. The per-lane and per-vehicle-type
traffic counts are aggregated in intervals of 5 min, as shown in
Table III. The total volume consists of 1325 vehicles, of which
41.4% are scooters, 55.8% are passenger cars, and 2.8% are
buses. The signal phases for the target approach are shown in
Fig. 10, where the cycle length is 140 s, and the green times of
those phases are set as 60, 30, and 50 s, respectively.
Fig. 11 shows the cumulative throughputs between the model
and the field data. Table IV recapitulates the difference between
the model-produced and the field-observed cumulated throughputs. The overall difference in percentage across all lanes is
summarized in the last row.
Notably, the differences between the total scooter throughputs by the model and from the field data fall between 8 and −5,
given the total scooter throughput of 549. The same comparison
results lie within the range of 4 and −12 out of the total
throughput of 739 passenger cars. It should be mentioned that
the discrepancy falls between 6 and −9 for the bus throughput
is relatively high, which is inevitable due to its very small
volume. Overall, the results of throughput comparison show
that the proposed formulations for scooter–vehicle mixed flows
can reasonably reflect the actual traffic conditions.
B. Queue Formation and Discharging Process
Queue lengths and clearance times are the most critical
parameters for design of a signal plan. The evaluation compares
the field collected queue lengths and queue clearance times
with those from the proposed model. The field data were
collected by a video camera over a four-lane arterial, as shown
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TABLE III
D ISTRIBUTION OF T RAFFIC C OMPOSITION F ROM THE F IELD DATA

from 0.15 to 0.35) are also listed in Table V. It is noticeable that
using a PCE-based conversion method may yield unrealistic
long queues for those scenarios with high volumes of scooters.

Fig. 10. Phasing design for the target intersection.

C. Field Applications With the Scooter–Vehicle Mixed
Flow Model
The proposed signal optimization model has been implemented at an intersection with the signal phasing shown in
Fig. 10. Traffic volumes were collected on November 7 during
the peak hours (05:00 P. M . to 06:00 P. M .), and the total traffic
volume was about 5876 vehicles, of which 67.4% are scooters,
30.6% are passenger cars, and 2% are buses (see Table VI).
The resulting signal timings based on the field data are shown
in Table VII.
The total traffic demand on November 12, for the after
survey, was around 5876 vehicles, but with different flow ratios.
Among them, 65.8% are scooters, 32.4% are passenger cars,
and 1.8% are buses. Delays at each approach were collected
with two camcorders mounted over the approach and one camcorder at the upstream entrance of the approach. The beforeand-after comparison per approach delay with respect to vehicle
type is reported in Table VIII. The results show a reduction of
39.2% in the total delay, except for buses due to its very small
volume.

Fig. 11. Model-produced versus field-observed cumulated throughputs.

in Fig. 12. The lanes are numbered from the leftmost lane
toward the rightmost lane. A scooter waiting area is present
preceding two rightmost lanes. The stop queue length and the
number of arriving and departing vehicles are recorded in a persecond basis for comparison. The vehicles initially in queue are
reported in Table V.
As shown in Fig. 13, the general shape of the model output
and the field data are sufficiently close. The queue length estimated with the proposed formulations for scooter–vehicle flows
is compared with field data and reported in Table V, which
confirms the promising features of the proposed model for field
applications. The queue lengths estimated by PCEs (ranging

VIII. C ONCLUSION
This paper has presented an optimization model for design of
intersection signal timings under heavy scooter–vehicle mixed
traffic flows. To capture the spatial interactions between scooters and vehicles, this paper has proposed a set of formulations to reflect the queue formation and discharging process
at intersection approaches. Our extensive investigation results
confirm that the proposed model can yield realistic estimates of
throughputs, queue lengths, and queue clearance times for the
mixed traffic flows. A field implementation at an intersection of
heavy scooter flows and the before-and-after comparison also
confirmed the effectiveness of the proposed model.
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TABLE IV
D IFFERENCES B ETWEEN THE M ODEL -P RODUCED AND F IELD -O BSERVED C UMULATED T HROUGHPUTS

Fig. 12. Site for field observations of the queue formation and discharging
process.
TABLE V
N UMBER OF V EHICLES AND Q UEUE L ENGTH
P RIOR TO THE D ISCHARGE P ROCESS

Fig. 13.
results.

Comparison of queue length between the model output and the field

TABLE VI
T RAFFIC D EMANDS AT THE TARGET I NTERSECTION (N OVEMBER 7, 2013)

TABLE VII
O RIGINAL S IGNAL P LAN AND M ODEL O UTPUT

Future extensions along the same line shall include formulations of the scooter–vehicle flow propagation along a link
and development of arterial progression models for traffic flows
with a high percentage of scooters. The impact of high bus flows
on the propagation of the scooter–vehicle mixed flows should
be also a vital research subject.
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